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Details of Visit:

Author: Slave Dave Gee
Location 2: Lancashire
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 30 Jan 2004 12.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour +
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.madambeverley.co.uk/

The Premises:

Yes

The Lady:

A truley amazing goddess and a body to match.

The Story:

I have now visited Mistress Beverley (or as she known to her pets as Superior Mistress) on a
number of occasions.

Well what a truly amazing Mistress she is, I have visited a number of Mistresses in the North West,
but Superior Mistress Beverley is by far and without any question the best ? her title of Superior
Mistress is warranted. Not only is Mistress an absolute goddess with a figure which is superlative,
but she has the most amazing mind that can get right into the psyche of those who submit to her.
Her presence is enough to make you get on your knees and submit ? something I do without
hesitation.

My visits have always been mind blowing. I am always greeted by her in one of her amazing outfits,
all of which are sensual and erotic to say the least. You are always put at your ease in the front
room and asked what would you prefer from Mistress today? In my case the response is often what
ever pleases you Superior Mistress.

At the snap of her fingers you will be led into her well equipped and pristine chambers and told to
strip before her. Whatever your pleasure, there is no doubt that Mistress will take you to highs of
eroticism you thought never existed. What is so apparent is that Mistress enjoys the domination and
control she immediately gains over you. Mistress will push your limits of endurance, pain and
pleasure ? if that?s what you desire.

You will often be instructed to look into her eyes you submit to her ? its so bewitching and you will
hear the phrase; ?pleasure for me ? and pain for you? Well I like a little pain and lots of pleasure?
and this has always been the case with each visit. I have experienced heavy bondage, foot worship,
c&b torture, water sports, canning, strap on used on me and I used on her (What an honour), full
body worship (one of my favourites), being milked and drinking it and electro sessions ? all
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delivered in a well controlled manner that leads to such a ?high?. My last visit provided me with the
most intense orgasm I have ?ever? had ? it blew my mind?

For an hour I loose all grip on reality, I become a willing sex slave and enter a world of pure control,
submission and domination all under the spell of Mistress Beverley.

I count the days until I can visit and submit to her once again!
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